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Day 1

- First, go purchase yourself a very first slave, preferably no scars. Go to the store, buy some
raw foods. For clothes, buy a corset or a short dress if available. Then go to the bar, buy a few
beers and vodka. Finally, buy 2 stimulant from the shady guy at the bar.

-Go back home, put your slave in their shell. Give her a beer. Wait a few minutes, she will pee
then collect her urine (an important ingredient for crafting potion at the altar). Bring her to the
training room, train her oral skill (you can train twice before you've run out of stamina). Then
bring her back to her shell, give her another beer. She'll be mostly ran out of her stamina at this
point, therefore, training is done for the day.

- Go to the guest room (the room that next to your dining room), Use the phone and hire a maid.
This maid will help to clean your house. Cost $100 a day, very useful service until you have your
own servant.

- You will have about 1,500 EXP at this moment, do not use those exp just yet. We are saving
for 2k to purchase the alchemy skill. Go to sleep to recover 20-30 stamina, then go to the
kitchen and cook all your raw foods.

- Free time, go to sleep to recover some stamina then work on the laptop for some extra cash.
Or do whatever you want.

Day 2

- Go to the dining room and eat. Bring your slave to the training room, train her oral skills twice
again. Then make her wash herself.

- Go to the store, in the clothes section, buy a corset or a short dress (these 2 dresses will help
to increase your slave value at the auction) if available. If they still not available then keep
looking for them everyday. If you already bought these then don't bother.

- Bring your slave to the closet room next to your bedroom, choose a short dress or a corset for
her to wear. Preferably short dress

- You should have enough EXP to purchase the first Alchemy skill now. After purchased it, go to
the altar in your room. Make 2 submission potions. Bring your slave back to her shell. Give her 1
submission potion (For most slave, 1 potion should be enough to bring them to Green
submission level, if not give her another one). Give her food, give her 1 vodka. She is done for
the day.
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- Free time, go to sleep to recover some stamina then work on the laptop for some extra cash.
Or do whatever you want.

Day 3

- Go to the dining room and eat. Bring your slave to the training room, train her oral skills twice,
then use a stimulant (click the icon next to your energy bar). Train her oral skills twice again.
Then make her wash herself.

- Bring your slave back to her shell. Give her food and give her a vodka. She is done for the day.

- Depend on the starting stats that your slave has from the beginning. At this point, your slave
should be at Green submission level, her Mind level should be decent about 30%-40% (Do not
worry about Sympathy level). And her Oral sex skill should be at lv 7 or more.

- Free time, go to sleep to recover some stamina then work on the laptop for some extra cash.
Or do whatever you want.

Day 4

- Auction day, depend on your game. Auction day, can be tomorrow or in 2 day. If it not auction
day yet. Then proceed to train her just like any other previous day. If her skill oral skill is at max
lv 10. Then train her vaginal sex skill. The higher her skills are the higher value she will be at the
auction.

- If it is Auction day, then give her food and a vodka. Then remove her shackle. Bring her to the
training room, wash her. Make sure that she has already wear a corset or short dress. Then
bring her straight to the auction. Enlist her there, make sure to do it before 13:00.

- A Green level submission slave with decent mind level (around 40%). For skills, only Oral skill
at level 7. Wearing Corset or Short dress, Clean and no hunger. Can be sell about $ 3,100 at
the auction. Congratulation, you have make a decent amount of money from your very first
slave.

After sold your first slave
- Go to the guest room, call a builder. Then build a servant room (cost $1,000). The room will be
ready the next day.

Day 5

Time to get your own servant
- Make more Submission potions from the altar.



- Go to the slave stock. Purchase another slave. Bring her back home and put her in her shell.
Give her a submission potion to bring her Submission level to Green. Then, flatter her (for 5%
sympathy). Give her a vodka (10% sympathy). Remove her shackle (20% sympathy). She
should be at green sympathy. If not then give her another beer (5%) or wait for the next day and
give her a vodka.

- When she has Green Submission level, Green sympathy level and there is an empty servant
available then you can promote her to servant. Make sure, to use your phone in the guest room
and cancel the maid service.

- Give tasks for your new servant to do. Remember, to buy and stock up on raw food. Your new
servant cannot take care of everything just yet. The higher loyalty she has the more thing she
will be able to do.

Tips

- Good skills to invest in first are: Sex skill, Clever, Stamina and Teacher.

- You should train 1 or 2 more slave to sell at the auction in order to have a decent amount of
money first before training an employee. Aim to make a more well trained slave so you can sell
for much higher price at the auction.

- You should build a bathroom soon. It will can help your servant, employee to relax. And if you
take your slave there, It will help her to increase her hygiene, sympathy and mind.

- Mistress cost a considerable amount of money to make (the mistress's room cost $ 5,000).
Once having a mistress, she will also require more money to maintain and be happy. However,
mistress is extremely useful and can help a lot with your slaves and your whole management in
general. Definitely, not recommend in early game.

- Different clothes has different boost on skills and income for slave, servant & employee jobs.

- Business centre in the city. It is a good place to buy well train slaves, servant and employee.
You can also find Contract here. Each contract have a few specific requirements. This is also a
very good way to earn high amount of money.


